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Common Merchant Pain Points

“My data is in so many places, it’s such a daunting task to even think about starting 

to pull it together – forget analyzing it!”

-CMO

“Different teams have different definitions of metrics or KPIs–we don’t have a single-

source-of-truth as a basis to begin to define what success means for our business.”

-CEO

“I spend more time extracting, validating and crunching numbers, than I do actually 

analyzing the data and making decisions based off of it.”

-ANALYST



How Magento BI Empowers Merchants

The Marketer

Can dig into the value of the customers they acquire to identify the best ways to invest in growth.

The Strategist

Has a hub for strategic insights and ad hoc questions.

The Merchandiser

Can understand what categories, vendors, and products will generate the most sales and attract the 

best customers.

The Product Manager

Views behavior and usage statistics of their most desirable customers, surfacing the right priorities to 

drive adoption.

The CEO

Gets everyone on the same page to run a more efficient organization.



Platform Overview

Connect, consolidate & transform your data. 

Visualize, analyze and get deep and actionable insights into your 

business’ data. 

Create ad-hoc analysis & automate your reporting process: transform 

the way you make business decisions & collaborate across teams. 



Connect & Replicate

Replication Agents watch for 

new, updated or deleted records 

in the systems that are 

connected, and push those 

events across.



Consolidate

The Data Collector 

aggregates all the data you 

can throw at it.



Optimize

Our platform cleanses, 

denormalizes and 

pre-calculates data in the data 

warehouse. 

We call this our Transformation 

Cluster.



Warehousing 

The Data Warehouse 

lets you analyze all 

your data in one place. 



Analyze

The In-Memory 

Cache pre-caches 

key metrics and data 

points to get you 

answers, fast. 



Analyze

The Metadata Layer turns raw 

data into Metrics, creating a 

common language around your 

data.



Visualize

Save charts to dashboards, share 

them with coworkers, display them 

however you want, and have them 

delivered straight to your inbox.



One Interface to Rule Them All

• Create custom metrics 

and reports without 

formal BI training

• Empower your whole 

team to be data-driven 

without any of the 

technical headaches

• Perform advanced 

analyses & get 

granular insights into 

the health of your 

business



Most Popular Magento BI Dashboards

For the Pro Tier, we work with each client to customize their accounts to their 

own needs, and train them up to build on the foundation they have.

Marketing ROI

Customer Lifetime Value

Customer Segmentation

Executive and Investor KPIs

Cohort Analysis

Merchandising Analysis



Tiers

Magento Advanced Reporting
A visual UI for accessing select, basic reports about your Magento store. 

Magento BI – Essentials
The starter version of the core-product. Connect GA data with Magento & get 

high-level insights and reports.

Magento BI – Pro
Our core-product. The most powerful version of the platform.



Included Features

Magento Advanced 

Reporting

Magento BI

Essentials

Magento BI

Pro

Pre-Defined Reports 25 75 Unlimited

Dashboards 3 5 Unlimited

Magento Tables Replicated 5 5 Unlimited

Log-Ins/User Accounts N/A 10 20

User Permissions N/A Yes Yes

Email Reports No Yes Yes

Cohort Report Builder No No Yes

Google Analytics Integration No Yes Yes

3rd Party Integrations No No Add on

Full API Access No No Yes

Access to CS AM or Analysts No No Yes

Professional Services No No Add on



2017 Pricing Matrix

GMV Range BI Essentials (monthly) BI Pro (annual)

< $3M $100/mo. $6,000/yr.

$3M - $10M $200/mo. $12,000/yr.

$10M - $50M $400/mo. $24,000/yr.

$50M - $150M $800/mo. $48,000/yr.

$150M - $250M $1,000/mo. $60,000/yr.

INCLUDED: INCLUDED:

Replication from 5 Magento Tables Unlimited Magento Table Replication

5 Dashboards Unlimited Dashboards

75 Pre-Built Reports Unlimited Reports

10 log-ins 20 log-ins

(Access more data, customizations and 

services by upgrading to Pro)



Enterprise Cloud Edition Bundle
What is included in the offering?

ESSENTIALS BAKED IN TO ECE OFFERING FREE OF CHARGE TO MERCHANT

Replication from 5 Magento Tables

5 Dashboards

75 Pre-Built Reports

10 log-ins with ability to assign permissions

Google Analytics Integration

Email Report Summaries Functionality
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Case Study: Truly Experiences

• Industry: Luxury Experiences, Ecommerce 

• Location: London, United Kingdom

• Integrations Consolidated: Magento, Google Analytics, Google Ecommerce, Google AdWords

• Results: 70% increase in advertising-spend efficiency 

“I spend more time extracting, validating and crunching numbers, than I do 

actually analyzing the data and making decisions based off of it.”

-JOHANNES RADIG, HEAD OF GROWTH MARKETING



Guideboat Case Study

Guideboat builds American-made boats and gear that deliver a heritage 

assortment with a focus on honesty, authenticity and longevity.

Diverse & unique 

merchandise mix

Omni-channel strategy 

including brick-and-mortar

Lead gen is expensive

ROI is not guaranteed

Added 

Complications

Use data to identify 

highly-qualified leads 

for targeted marketing

Goal



A Data-Driven Technique

Used existing transaction data to surface highly-qualified leads

Gift purchases are common, but not always flagged as 

gifts in the database.

Used Magento BI to surface orders where the 

recipient’s name and address differed meaningfully from 

the purchaser’s.

Cross-referenced non-purchaser recipients with 

customer database to find new population of prospects

Already exposed to brand

Higher likelihood of responding to direct marketing



Results

Uncovered a population of highly qualified prospects that demonstrated above-average 

conversion to buyers

Was able to allocate energy and budget away from low-yield, high-cost list buys



Love Crafts Case Study

Gain insight into the lifetime behavior of customers depending on how they 

engage with different product types.
Goal

Different “purchase” options

Orders (physical items like yarns, tools and supplies)

Paid downloads

Free downloads

Download is data stored separately from physical item purchase data

Unique 

Challenges

LoveCrafts brings together a community of knitters looking for everything from yarns to 

patterns to tips-and-tricks.



Process: Data Consolidation

Identify Key Dimensions

First order dates

First download activities

Longer-term customer purchasing behavior

Overlap of behaviors/actions

Result

Standard

Magento

Tables

Custom

Tables

Magento BI

Data 

Warehouse



Analysis and Opportunities

Segment customers 

by early behavior

Orders

Downloads (free or paid)

Combined actions

Look at 

long-term patterns

Do downloads have a positive or negative impact on repeat 

purchase behavior and Customer Lifetime Value?

How do free downloads compare as a customer acquisition channel 

compared to other channels that may have different cost profiles?

Apply Strategy

Use these insights to shape customer acquisition focus

Quantify ROI of acquisition methods and allocate spend accordingly



Q&A


